
2013 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG VIGNA DEL LAGO
93+ POINTS: WINE ADVOCATE

“The 2013 Brunello di Montalcino Vigna del Lago sees fruit sourced from a vineyard site located in the northern part of the appellation. Unlike 
the Poggio al Granchio expression that is aged in new 300-liter French barrique, this wine is instead aged in large 30- and 50-hectoliter 
Slavonian oak casks. In theory, this wine sees less oak-exposed surface area and follows a classic or traditional approach to Tuscan 
winemaking. Stylistically speaking, this Brunello is sharper and glossier with fragrant tones of wild berry and rose hip. The acidity is more 
pronounced, giving this wine beautifully contoured edges.”   — Monica Larner, February 2019           

2013 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG POGGIO AL GRANCHIO
94 POINTS: WINE ADVOCATE

“One of three single-vineyard expressions from Val di Suga, the 2013 Brunello di Montalcino Poggio al Granchio opens to a nicely saturated 
color and beautifully intense aromas. Fruit is sourced from a site located in the southeast quadrant of Montalcino where steep diurnal  
shifts help to sharpen and maximize those pretty fruit aromas. Wild cherry and blackberry are followed by aniseed, camphor ash and  
balsam herb. This elegant wine delivers an impressive load of Sangiovese typicity. This wine was aged in French barrique for 24 months,  
and the oak is expertly integrated. Some 8,000 bottles were made.”   — Monica Larner, February 2019           

2013 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG VIGNA SPUNTALI
94 POINTS: VINOUS

“Good full red. Musky and mineral accents complicate the aromas of raspberry, flint and violet on the enticing nose. A step up in refinement 
and precision from Poggio al Granchio, with a thrilling silky texture to the tactile flavors of raspberry, red cherry, crushed stone and  
cinnamon. Wonderfully pure, boasting very fine tannins and lingering sweetness, this is a polar opposite of the rounder, richer, riper  
Poggio al Granchio.  — Ian D’Agata, March 2019

SINGLE VINEYARD MIXED PACK 
6/750 ML (2 bottles each)   LIMITED RELEASE 

DETAILS:
The only Brunello producer that controls three separate 
estate vineyards located in three specific climate zones 
in the appellation. Each vineyard site has its own unique 
exposure and geo-climatic features which expresses 
itself in every bottle.
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